Abstract. In this paper, we formulate a novel problem called Which-Edge question on shortest path queries. Specifically, this problem aims to find k edges that minimize the total distance for a given set of shortest path queries on a graph. This problem has important applications in logistics, urban planning, and network planning. We show the NP-hardness of the problem, as well as present efficient algorithms that compute highly accurate results in practice. Experimental evaluations are carried out on real datasets and results show that our algorithms are scalable and return high quality solutions.
Introduction
Shortest path queries have a wide range of applications in logistics, urban planning, and network planning. This paper introduces a novel problem called Which-Edge question on shortest path queries. The objective is to find k edges that minimize the total distance for a given set Q of shortest path queries on a weighted graph G (V, E, W ) . Let spd denote the total distance of queries in Q on the graph. Specifically, there are two forms of Which-Edge questions.
-Which-k-Edges-Insert question: Given an edge set P s.t. P ∩ E = ∅, which k edges in P would minimize the spd (if those k edges are inserted into G)? -Which-k-Edges-Delete question: Given an edge set P ⊆ E, which k edges in P would minimize the spd (if they are removed from G)? The potential applications of Which-Edge question could be illustrated using a few examples. First, consider an express mail company's delivery network: a graph with nodes representing locations (e.g., cities, warehouses) and edges representing connections (e.g., flights between cities). Subject to rapidly changing business environments, the company may revise its resource allocation policy regularly-with additional resources, the management may want to reduce its overall/average delivery time (increasing its competitive advantage) by establishing a new connection between two indirectly connected locations. In the example above, a Which-Edge question natural arises: "(Q1): which two locations should be connected by the new connection?". In this situation, answers like "among all the possible choices, the maximum reduction (ui, vi) a bridge to be added to G to connect nodes ui and vi zi capacity (resp. length) of a bridge/edge for shortest path
the graph G with bridge zi added (with edge ei removed) P /P the set of candidate bridges to add to G (to remove from G) K the answer set of a Which-Edge question, containing k bridges/edges
the benefit (damage) of adding bridge zi (removing edge ei) Z an arbitrary set of bridges/edges sp
the shortest path distance from x to y on graph G in overall delivery time (35%) is achieved if a new connection between X and Y is established." will be very helpful in aiding the decision-making process. After said decision is made operational, a new connection (edge) is added to the delivery network (graph) reflecting the impact of the decision. Alternatively, during tough economic times, the management may ask "(Q2): which k connections, if cut, have the minimal impact on overall delivery time?" -a decision that is eventually reflected by some existing connections (edges) being removed from the delivery network (graph). Applications of Which-Edge questions abound in other domains, too. In urban planning where the road network is modeled as a graph, one may ask "(Q3): which stretch of roads (edges) should we expand such that average travel times can be significantly reduced?". In network planning, one may ask "(Q4): which optic fibre, if broken (e.g., 
due to a natural disaster), would have the largest negative impact on the average network communication time?";
Answering Which-Edge questions on graphs is an interesting yet challenging research issue. First, we have two types of Which-Edge questions, e.g., while Q1 and Q3 are related to edge insertion, Q2 and Q4 are related to edge deletion. Thus, it is necessary to develop general solutions that are applicable to both questions. Second, the evaluation of Which-Edge questions is computationally expensive because the solution space of Which-Edge questions can be very large. For example, in Q2, there are many possible k-combinations of connections that could be considered. That huge search space renders straightforward exhaustive algorithms impractical. In this paper, we make the following contributions:
-Introduce the concept of Which-Edge questions and present its specification.
-Establish the problem hardness of Which-Edge questions.
-Develop evaluation algorithms and efficiency optimizations for answering WhichEdge questions. We will investigate the Which-k-Edges-Insert question and the Which-k-Edges-Delete question in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. In Section 4, we evaluate the solutions' quality and efficiency on real graph datasets. We discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude our paper in Section 6. Table 1 shows a summary of frequently used symbols.
